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"First they ignore you,
then they laugh at you,
then they fight you,
then you win.”
Mahatma Gandhi
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Occupy Los Angeles
As a collective, Occupy Los
Angeles would like to express their
rejection of the City of Los
Angeles’ alleged proposal that we
leave City Hall by November 28th,
2011, in exchange for an
apparently now rescinded offer of
a 10,000 square foot building,
farmland and 100 SRO beds for
the homeless.
Occupy Los Angeles believes that
as part of a global movement
advocating direct, participatory
democracy, and challenging
economic and social injustices,
our position is such that we
cannot, in all good faith, accept
further material benefit from City
Hall at the taxpayer’s expense
without seriously compromising
our beliefs, our desire for global
change, and our commitment to
our inherent human rights to free
speech and assembly protected in
this country by First Amendment
Rights. The 1 percent should be
paying for any services used by
the Occupy Movement, not
taxpayers.
We will continue to occupy this
space, in solidarity with our global
movement, until the forces of the
few are forced to capitulate to the
power of the people.
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[LOS ANGELES] Mayor Anthonio
Villaraigosa announced that City Hall
Park is to be vacated by Occupy Los
Angeles on Monday morning, November
28 at 12:01 a.m. The park now known
as Solidarity Park has been occupied by
Los Angeleans and supporters for the
past 57 days. It remains the largest
standing encampment in the world.
What to expect on Monday morning?
Occupy Wall Street and Occupy Los
Angeles do not endorse violence in any
form. Both share a mission based upon
and woven around peace.
Will the park be cleared immediately
after midnight Sunday? LAPD Chief
Charlie Beck said on KCAL 9 news it
“wouldn’t happen right at 12:01 a.m.”

The LA Times reported today that the LAPD does
not rule out the use of “tear gas” and “rubber
bullets” during the
impending eviction.
If you are hit with some
type of chemical agent
you should do the
following according to
NYC.gov: “If your eyes
are burning or your
vision is blurred, rinse
your eyes with plain
water for 10-15
minutes. If you wear
contacts, remove them;
do not put the contacts
back in your eyes. If you
wear eyeglasses, wash them with soap and
water; you can put your eyeglasses back on after
How have evictions occurred elsewhere? you wash them. If you are wearing jewelry, wash it
with soap and water; you can put washed jewelry
“Oakland Police, perhaps wishing to
back on. If jewelry cannot be washed, it should be
send a national message, waited until
removed.”
the east coast AM news cycle Monday to
OLA’s size may prompt the LAPD to incorporate
raid the Occupy Oakland encampment.
the use of surrounding police departments to
But before the raid began, hundreds of
help it dilute a large number of protestors surely
demonstrators had already gathered at
to gather at City Hall in support of OLA. Already
the intersection of Broadway and 14th
the world is watching Occupy LA and Mayor
Street overnight in anticipation of the
Antonio Villaraigosa.
eviction,” reported inthesetimes.com.
Mitch, Reporter/Photographer, Occupy LA Media, Los Angeles
Occupy Wall Street at Zuccotti Park was
faced with eviction at 1 in the morning.
So a full force closure of OLA could
Occupy LA
occur at anytime after the 12:01
“Stay as long as you need. We’re here to
deadline.
help you.”
Police could use “chemical warfare
agents” against protestors. Pepper
Eric Garcetti
spray is categorized as such an agent.
President, Los Angeles City Council
OLA News has no indication that LAPD
plan to use pepper spray on peaceful
Los Angeles occupiers at City Hall nor do
we have evidence to the contrary.
Register to vote online at LAVOTE.NET or call 800.481.8683
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Next General Election
Termed out 3/5/2013

EVICTION NOTICE GIVEN

Greg Stanton

Phone:

Phoenix, AZ

(602)262-7111
Next General Election
11/2015

Peter Kelly

Phone: (902) 490-4010

Halifax, Nova

Next General Election
2012

GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS LOS ANGELES CITY HALL NIGHTLY 730 PM
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